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Abstract

Getting Rid of Store Buffers in PSO Analysis

Luigi Zaccone

We propose an approach for reducing the PSO reachability analysis of 
concurrent programs to their SC reachability analysis, under some 
conditions on the explored behaviors. First, we propose a linear code-
to-code translation that takes as input a concurrent program P and 
produces a concurrent program P such that, running under SC yields 
the same set of reachable (shared) states as running P under PSO with at 
most k context-switches for each thread, for a fixed k. Basically, we 
show that it is possible to use only O(k) additional copies of the 
shared variables of P as local variables to simulate the common store 
buffer and all the buffers per variable, even if they are unbounded. Furthermore, 
we show that our translation can be extended so that an unbounded number of 
context-switches is possible, under the condition 
that each write operation sent to the store buffer stays there for at 
most k context-switches of the thread. Experimental results show that 
bugs due to PSO can be detected with small bounds, using off-the-shelf 
SC analysis tools.
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1 Introduction

When dealing with concurrent programs it is crucial to know about memory
models. A memory model allows the modern proceccors and compilers to per-
form (or not) numerous optimizations regarding how the stores and the loads
are handled. Memory models are identified by their relaxation level. The least
relaxed and most famous memory model is SC (Sequential Consistency). But
what does it mean for a memory model to be more or less relaxed? When
writing concurrent programs, the programmer usually supposes that the or-
der with which each instruction is executed is the same as it is written in the
program itself. This is only the case when the hardware we are running our
program in is using the strictest memory model. When the hardware allows
the use of more relaxed memory models, the order with which each instruc-
tion is run may not be the same as the order written in the program by the
programmer. In particular, there can be four types of guarantees:

• Store → Load: the Store operation must be executed before the next
Load operation by the same process

• Load → Load: the Load operation must be executed before the next
Load operation by the same process

• Load → Store: the Load operation must be executed before the next
Store operation by the same process

• Store → Store: the Store operation must be executed before the next
Store operation by the same process
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1 Introduction

Depending on which memory model is being used in our hardware, different
types of operation can be reordered. As mentioned above, the strictest mem-
ory model is SC. This means that all of the aforementioned guarantees are
preserved.

For efficiency reasons, more relaxed memory models were introduced that allow
some level of reordering. The next level of relaxation after SC is offered by
TSO (Total Store Ordering). TSO relaxes the Store → Load guarantee. This
means that, given two processes P1, P2 and two shared variables A and B, if
P1 writes to A, it can read B before the write to A is visible to P2. On the
other hand, the other guarantees are still preserved. TSO is implemented by
having a store buffer associated to each processor. Every time a store operation
is issued, it gets appended in the store buffer, and it will be executed later. It is
important to note that the store buffer is guaranteed to maintain a FIFO order,
meaning that the operations inside the store buffer cannot be reordered. TSO
is currently one of the most famous memory models and it is still supported
on newer hardware.

The focus of this thesis will be given to a more relaxed memory model, the
PSO (Partial Store Ordering) memory model. Specifically, it relaxes the Store
→ Load and Store → Store guarantees. This means that, on top of the
reordering described above for TSO, given two processes P1, P2 and two
shared variables A and B, if P1 writes to A, it can write to B and the write
to B will be visible to P2 before the write to A. The implementation of this
memory model relies (just like TSO) on store buffers that contain all the Store
operations that are issued by the processor. The main difference is that for
each process, there is a store buffer for each shared variable and a common
store buffer. Every time a store operation on a variable x is issued, the store is
appended to the store buffer of that variable. Then, the stores that reside in
the variable store buffers will be non-deterministically moved to the common
store buffer in order for them to be executed at any point in time during the
execution of the program. Another difference between PSO and TSO is that
the former allows the contents of the store buffer that are bound to each process
to be reordered (note that the store buffer per variable cannot be reordered),
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1 Introduction

and therefore FIFO ordering within the buffer is lost (giving the relaxation of
Store → Store).

These memory models improve efficiency of concurrent programs but they also
introduce a new level of complexity when dealing with verification of such pro-
grams. Even though store buffers are actually finite on the implementation,
in order to reason about correctness we must not assume a fixed size for them,
since we would like to see if there is a size of the store buffers that can lead to
a bad configuration of the program. It has actually been proven in [3] that the
state reachability problem is decidable for programs running under TSO/PSO
but it is highly complex. Our goal is to design/find efficient underapprox-
imation techniques that allow to detect bugs. We would like to use these
techniques to reduce the verification problem under PSO to its corresponding
proglem under SC so that it will be possibile to verify a concurrent program
running under PSO.

Context-bounded analysis has been proven to be very useful in these re-
gards as [2] shows. It has also been valuable when used under SC and yielded
beneficial results in practice [8]. In order to understand context-bounded anal-
ysis it is important to explain what a context switch is when talking about
concurrent programs. As mentioned previously, concurrent programs allow
processes execution to be interleaved with each other. A context switch hap-
pens every time a thread or a process stops its execution to let another thread
or process start/resume its execution. In terms of the reachability problem, the
usual questions that is asked is: ”Given a program p and a bad configuration
g, is there an execution of the program p that leads to the bad configuration
g?”.
When using Context-bounded analysis the question that we ask is: ”Given a
program p, a bad configuration g and a bound k ≥ 0, is there an execution of
the program p that leads to the bad configuration g with at most k context
switches?”.
Context-bounded analysis has successfully been applied to programs under SC.
Later, people have proposed to use a code-to-code translation from concurrent
programs under a given context-bound to sequential programs. This trans-
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1 Introduction

lation has made possible to use any sequential tool for verifying concurrent
programs. Finally, this translation has been extended to TSO by reducing the
problem to SC [2].

Considering these definitions, what we did is the following: given a concurrent
program P and a bound k, it is possible to apply a code-to-code translation
in order to obtain a program P ′ such that running P ′ under SC results in the
same reachable states of running P under PSO with no more than k context
switches. A very important feature of this code-to-code translation is that all
the features of the original program P are maintained after the translation.
This translation heavily relies on encoding the PSO store buffers, this is done
with the overhead of having k copies of the shared variables.

The rest of this thesis is organized in the following manner:

• Chapter 2 will describe the semantics for a representative class of con-
current programs

• Chapter 3 will formally describe how the reduction is done and how store
buffer are encoded

• Chapter 4 will describe the actual code-to-code translation

• Chapter 5 will illustrate the various testing performed

• The conclusion will briefly describe the work done
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2 Concurrent Programs

To reason about the code-to-code translation, it is important to describe the se-
mantics of the programs that we are going to consider. In the following section
we will give and describe such semantics for both SC (Sequential Consistency)
and PSO (Partial Store Ordering) memory models.

2.1 Syntax

The grammar in figure 2.1 describes the syntax for concurrent programs. A
program (denoted by ⟨pgm⟩) is composed by a finite set of variables Svar
that denotes the variables shared among threads, a finite set of variables Gvar
that denotes global variables (i.e., variables shared by all procedures), a thread
⟨main⟩ that is the first thread to be executed and it is responsible for start-
ing the program, a finite number of threads (⟨process⟩) and a finite number
of ⟨procedure⟩. The form of these last three is mostly the same, they are
composed by a positive number of ⟨lstmt⟩ which is just a list of statements
preceded by a control location loc. As for ⟨stmt⟩, it belongs to a simple
language of C-like statements. Next, we find assume(⟨pred⟩) which assumes
for a predicate pred to be true. Note that this predicate may only use global
variables, since this grammar doesn’t contain any shared variable. Lastly, we
have atomic_begin and atomic_end which are well matched and useful for
defining atomic sections of the code (i.e., sections of the code that must be
executed without any interruptions).
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2 Concurrent Programs

⟨pgm⟩ ::= Svar s̄ Gvar ḡ ⟨main⟩⟨process⟩∗⟨procedure⟩∗
⟨main⟩ ::= main p begin ⟨lstmt⟩+ end

⟨process⟩ ::= process p begin ⟨lstmt⟩+ end
⟨procedure⟩ ::= procedure f begin ⟨lstmt⟩+ end

⟨lstmt⟩ ::= loc : ⟨stmt⟩;
⟨stmt⟩ ::= ⟨simp_stmt⟩ | ⟨comp_stmt⟩ | ⟨sync_stmt⟩

⟨simp_stmt⟩ ::= skip
| assume (⟨pred⟩)
| assert (⟨pred⟩)
| �g := ⟨expr⟩
| call f
| return

⟨comp_stmt⟩ ::= if(⟨pred⟩) then ⟨lstmt⟩+ else ⟨lstmt⟩+ fi
| while (⟨pred⟩) do ⟨lstmt⟩+ od

⟨sync_stmt⟩ ::= mfence
| sfence
| atomic_begin
| atomic_end
| g := s
| s := g

Figure 2.1: The grammar for concurrent programs

2.2 Sequential Consistency Semantic

We will provide a more in-depth but still informal explaination of the semantics
of the class of programs shown in Figure 2.1. Let’s begin with considering
sequential programs. These, are composed by simple statements ⟨simp_stmt⟩
and composed statements ⟨comp_stmt⟩. Given these statements, it is not
possible for the program to have more than one thread, and it can only make
procedure calls and use global variables. Since we can’t have more than one
thread, there is no need for shared variable and they can all be assumed to be
global. This leads to a configuration in the form of a tuple ⟨globals, loc, stack⟩,
where globals is a mapping from global variables to values for all the global
variables, loc is a control location and stack is the content of the call stack.
In particular, it contains all the loc for pending procedure calls. When a
procedure calls is performed, the current location of the caller is pushed into
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2 Concurrent Programs

the stack, when a procedure return is performed, the first control location of
the stack is popped and the control moves to that location.

Given this information we can move on and add ⟨sync_stmt⟩ to our set of
statements. Now, our program can have more than one thread. Each thread
has its own copy of global variables Gvar and all the threads share the vari-
ables in Svar. We can define an SC-configuration in the form of a tuple
⟨shared, thread1, ..., threadn⟩ with n ≥ 1 where threadi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is the
configuration for thread i, which is defined as a tuple ⟨globalsi, loci, stacki⟩,
where shared is the set of variables that are shared among threads. It is im-
portant to note that the execution of different threads can be interleaved in
a nondeterministic way. Since we are talking about SC, every read and every
write is immediately visible to all threads. We now can perform some addi-
tional operations. In particular, with g:=s we can write the value of the shared
variable s to the global variable g, in the same way with s:=g we can write
the value of the global variable g to the shared variable s. We also have the
sfence and mfence operations which work like the skip operation under SC,
they will be explained in more detail in the next section and finally we have
atomic_begin and atomic_end which are used to delimit critical sections,
i.e., segments of code that have the guardantee of being executed without any
interruptions.

Finally, a transition relation between SC-configurations can be defined, where
at each step one single thread is active. We denote this relation as i

=⇒SC where
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is the index of the thread Ti that has performed the transition.

2.3 Partial Store Ordering Semantic

As mentioned above, the PSO memory model differs from SC since the Store
→ Load and Store → Store guarantees are relaxed. As we explained, these
relaxations can be achieved with the use of store buffers, where store operations
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2 Concurrent Programs

to shared variables are placed in order to be executed at any given time in the
future.

Given these information, we can say that every thread will have a store buffer
per variable and a common store buffer, therefore a PSO-configuration of a
thread Ti can be declared in the form of a tuple
⟨globalsi, loci, stacki, (varBufferi, commonBufferi)⟩, where varBufferi is a map-
ping from shared variables to a sequence of pending store on the associated
variable and contains one store buffer per shared variable and commonBufferi
which is a common buffer shared between all the shared variables. Now, the
semantics is the same as SC exept for operations on shared variables. These
can be divided in stores on shared variables and load from shared variables.

Stores on shared variables
Given an active thread Ti, a shared variable s and a global variable g with
value v, the operation s := g will be executed in the following manner:

1. A pair of the form (s,v) will be placed in the store buffer for variable s
which is implemented as a FIFO queue, meaning that we add at the end
and remove from the head.

2. In a nondeterministic manner, we remove the pair (s,v) from the head
of the buffer of variable i and we update the common buffer bufferi such
that the pair is appended at its end.

At this point, the new value v of the shared variable s is visible for the thread
that performed the operation, since it can read its store buffers. On the other
hand, the write on variable s is still not visible to other threads since the value
in the main memory has not yet been changed.

Load from shared variables
Given an active thread Ti, a shared variable s and a global variable g, the
operation g := s can result in two cases:
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2 Concurrent Programs

• If the store buffer for variable s varBufferi is not empty and it contains
a pair of the form (s,v) as the last pair in that store buffer, then the
global variable g is updated to v. If the store buffer for variable s doesn’t
contain any pair, we look in the common store buffer for a possible pair
of the form (s,v), if we find it we just return the last value contained in
the common buffer (i.e., the global variable g is updated to v).

• If neither the variable s store buffer nor the common buffer contain a
pair of the form (s,v) then the load operation returns the value stored in
the main memory.

Fences in PSO
Given that these types of operation can be reordered, we need some way to
enforce an order on them. In fact, the sfence operation serves this purpose
perfectly. Given an active thread Ti, two different shared variables s1,s2 and
a global variable g with value v, if we write:

s1 := g ;
s2 := g ;

it is possible that the two operations may be reordered.
Using sfence, we can write:

s1 := g ;
s f e n c e ;
s2 := g ;

what sfence does is simply forbidding any kind of reordering of store opera-
tions that come after the sfence instruction with store operations that come
before the sfence instruction. This implies that all the buffers per variable
are empty except for the common store buffer. This way, we can be sure that
the store of s1 will be visible to every thread before the store of s2.

On top of the sfence instruction, another way to enforce an ordering is to use
the mfence instruction. This fence behaves much like the sfence instruction
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2 Concurrent Programs

but is more robust in the sense that it enforces the execution of all stores prior
to its instruction but also all loads. This means that the program can continue
its execution only when all store buffers are empty.

As explained, a transition can be seen as a change of execution from one
thread to another. On top of that, a transition can also be seen as a memory
update or as a buffer update, both of which can happen at any time during
the execution of a program. A memory update is achieved by taking a pair of
the form (s,v) from the head of the common store buffer of any thread and
update the value of s in the main memory. After a memory update, the new
content of the common store buffer commonBuffer′j of thread Tj is equal to
its old content commonBufferj obtained by removing the pair (s,v) from its
head (i.e., commonBufferj = commonBuffer′j ·(s, v)). A buffer update happens
everytime we take the pair (s, v) at the head of a varBufferj for a given variable
s and push it into the commonBufferj for some j ∈ {1, ..., n}. Formally, the
new content of the common store buffer commonBuffer′j is equal to its old
content commonBufferj plus the pair (s,v) (i.e., commonBuffer′j = (s, v) ·
commonBufferj). On the other hand, the new content of the variable store
buffer varBuffer′j is equal to its old content varBufferj obtained by removing
the pair (s,v) from its head (i.e., varBufferj = varBuffer′j · (s, v)).

We already defined an SC-configuration for our class of programs, but under
PSO we need to expand this SC-configuration as follows. An SC-configuration
is defined as a tuple of the form ⟨shared, thread1, ..., threadn⟩ with n ≥ 1

where threadi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is the configuration for thread i, which is
defined as a tuple ⟨globalsi, loci, stacki⟩, where shared is the evaluation of
shared variables. What we need to extend is the configuration for a sin-
gle thread. Now, a local configuration for a thread is defined as a tuple
⟨globalsi, loci, stacki, (varBufferi, commonBufferi)⟩,

Considering these information, we can represent a transition operation between
PSO-configuration as α

=⇒PSO where α is equal to the index j ∈ {1, ..., n} if
the transition corresponds to a memory update (using commonBufferj) or
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2 Concurrent Programs

a buffer update (using varBufferj) or to the index j of thread Tj that has
performed the transition step.

2.4 Reachability Problem

Let X ∈ {SC,PSO}. We define =⇒X as the union of all transitions i
=⇒X where

i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is the index of the thread Ti that has performed the transitions.
Let ⋆

=⇒X be the reflexive-transitive closure of =⇒X .

Then, the X -reachability problem is: given an initial X -configuration λ with
empty buffers and a valuation of the shared variables shared, is there a final
X -configuration λ′ such that the valuation of the shared variables in λ′ is equal
to shared and λ

⋆
=⇒X λ′? If it exists, then we can say that λ′ and shared are

X -reachable starting from λ.

Let ω = λ0
ρ0
=⇒X λ1

ρ1
=⇒X λ2 · · ·

ρm−1
=⇒X λm be a computation. We can define

a context-switch point in ω as a configuration λj, for some j ≥ 1, such that
ρj−1 ̸= ρj (i.e., when we switch from a thread to another). Following, a
computation round of a thread Ti in ω is a computation segment that happens
between two consecutive points in ω that can either be a context-switch or
extremal points and all transitions in this computation segments are all marked
with the same index i (i.e., all transitions are made by the same thread Ti and
must be memory updates or buffer updates that use the store buffers of Ti).
Since every thread can perform context-switch at any given time and every
computation can be seen as a sequence of computation rounds of different
threads, the number of context-switches can be unbounded.

If we introduce a bound k ∈ N, we can define the k-context X -reachability
problem. This bound prevents any thread from performing more than k com-
putation rounds. With this bound, the aformentioned computation for every
thread is bounded to this number k. Then, we can ask: given an initial X -
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2 Concurrent Programs

configuration λ, a valuation of the shared variables shared and a bound k ≥ 0,
is there a X -configuration λ′ such that the valuation of the shared variables
in λ′ is equal to shared and λ′ is reachable from λ with a computation where
every thread Ti has at most k context-switches? If it exists then we can say
that λ′ and shared are k-context X -reachable from λ.

13



3 Reducing PSO to SC

In the following chapter we will formally describe our code-to-code translation
that, given a program P and a fixed bound k ∈ N, generates a program P ′ that
simulates P with the property that, for every valuation of the shared variables
shared, shared is k-context PSO-reachable in P if and only if shared is k-context
SC-reachable in P ′. The translation guarantees that the size of P ′ is linear
in the size of P , it also maintains the same control primitives, the same data
structures and variables. The only overhead is to encode the store buffers. In
fact, to encode store buffers we need k + 1 copies of the shared variables as
global variables and k Boolean variables per process.

3.1 Encoding Store Buffers

The main focus of this translation is to encode store buffers in such a way that
prevents them to be unbounded. As already described, when a load operation
on some shared variable x is performed by a thread T , we can have two options:
either there is a pending store in the common/variable store buffer, or we can
directly read the value from the main memory. In the first case, since only the
thread T is active when performing the load operation, and it can only read
its own store buffers (or the main memory) to check if there are any pending
stores, we only need a way to track what was the last value written to the
variable x. Specifically, we first need to check if the store buffer associated to
variable x for the current thread T is empty or not, in case it is not empty
then we read the value from there. If it is empty, we need to check in the
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3 Reducing PSO to SC

common store buffer for a pending pair of the form (x, v). If such pair exists
then we read the value from there, if it doesn’t exists then we have to read the
value of variable x directly from main memory. For this purpose, we introduce
a new vector View. The View vector contains the last pending value for any
given variable and it is indexed with the variable itself (i.e., View[x] returns
the latest pending value for variable x). By last pending value we mean the
most recent pair of the form (x,v) which resides either in the store buffer for
variable x or in the common store buffer. If neither of them have such pair,
the View vector will contain the value taken directly from main memory.

The View vector is useful when we are dealing with load operations. On the
other hand, store operations are a little bit different. As we know, when a
store operation is performed, it gets placed into the store buffer in order to get
executed in the future. To encode this behaviour we introduce two new data
structures: a vector named Queue and a vector named Mask. Let’s start by
explaining the purpose of the Mask vector. This vector is indexed by a context
j and a variable x on which we will perform a store operation. At context j,
when we write some value v on x, Maskj[x] will be set to True. This means
that at context j a store operation will be performed on x. The Queue vector,
on the other hand, when we write some value v on x at context j, will hold the
value v. In other words, Queuej[x] will return the value that will be written
into x at context j. Note that, for any given context i and any given variable z

, Queuei[z] will hold a value iff Maski[z] evaluates True. If Maski[z] evaluates
to False, then Queuei[z] will hold garbage values.

3.2 Simulation of P by P ′

In the following section we will show how these data structures that we men-
tioned in the previous section will be used when simulating one or more con-
texts.
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3 Reducing PSO to SC

3.2.1 Base Case k = 1

Let’s assume for now that k = 1, meaning that any thread can perform only one
context-switch. What our translation does is constructing two computation
contexts of a thread in P ′ based on two computation contexts for a thread in
P , with the feature of preserving the invariants of the two configurations P

and P ′. When we are performing a store operation, having two contexts puts
us in two possible case scenarios:

• The store is immediately written into the main memory at context 0

• The store will be written into the main memory at context 1

Let’s suppose we fall into the first case. Then, given a shared variable s, a
value v and the store operation s = v, we will update our data structures in
the following manner:

1. The View vector will be updated with value v for variable s as View[s] = v

2. Mask0[s] = True and Queue0[s] = v

Following, since we are already in context 0, we will actually perform the store
operation so that, in the next configuration, the valuation of s in the shared
variables will be equal to v. Given these steps, we are going to have two
configurations:

⟨shared0,((globals0,View,Mask0,Mask1,Queue0,Queue1), loc0, stack0)⟩ =⇒SC

⟨shared′
0, ((globals1,View′,Mask′0,Mask′1,Queue′0,Queue′1), loc1, stack1)⟩

In particular, the valuation of a given variable s in shared′
0 will be equal to

v′ and View[s] = v′. We can use Mask′0 and Queue′0 to summarize all the store
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3 Reducing PSO to SC

operations that have been performed on context 0 and Mask′1 and Queue′1 to
summarize all the store operations that will be performed on context 1.

The second case is very similar. In fact, given a shared variable s, a value v

and the store operation s = v, we will update the View in the same way such
that View[s] = v, the Mask vector will be updated as Mask′1[s] = True and the
Queue vector as Queue′1[s] = v.
If we simulate both contexts, we end up with four configurations of the form:

⟨shared0,((globals0,View,Mask0,Mask1,Queue0,Queue1), loc0, stack0)⟩ =⇒SC

⟨shared0, ((globals1,View′,Mask′0,Mask′1,Queue′0,Queue′1), loc1, stack1)⟩

⟨shared1,((globals1,View′,Mask′0,Mask′1,Queue′0,Queue′1), loc1, stack1)⟩ =⇒SC

⟨shared′
1, ((globals2,View′,Mask′′0,Mask′′1,Queue′′0,Queue′′1), loc2, stack2)⟩

The former being the configuration for context 0 and the latter the configura-
tion for context 1. In this case we can see that shared0 stays the same between
context 0 and 1. This is because the valuation s in shared0 will be the same
since the store operation on it will be preformed at context 1. On the other
hand, the View for s will be equal to v, Mask′1[s] = True and Queue′1[s] = v.
When simulating context 1, we will now that the valuation of s in shared′

1 will
be equal to v since the store operation has to be performed on this context.
In general, we can observe that every component is different between two con-
figurations. For example, we can see that not only Mask′1 is different but also
Mask′0 and Queue′0. This is due to the fact that in every context a numerous
amount of stores can happen, leading to all the data structure needed to mimic
the store buffers to be different between configurations. We can also note that
the state of shared is different between the end of the first configuration and
the beginning of the second. This is because bewteen those two configuration
another thread might have changed the status of shared. Finally, also loc and
stack are different between configurations since we executed some instruction
between the two configurations and the call stack will be different.
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3 Reducing PSO to SC

3.2.2 General Case k ≥ 1

When we have k ≥ 1, some complexity is introduced since a store operation is
not guaranteed to be performed in the next context but it can be performed
at any given context after the one where is generated. To take care of this
problem, we can introduce two new variables r_PSO and r_SC. The first is used
to decide when the next store operation will be executed, while the second is
used to keep track of which context we are currently in. In the general case,
we will still have the same set of shared variables but the set G′ of global
variables, given a context k ≥ 1, will be as follows:

G′ = G ∪
( k∪
j=0

(Queuej ∪ Maskj)
)
∪ View ∪ {r_PSO, r_SC}

Given a context j, the configuration for context j for a single thread T will be:

⟨sharedj, (G
′
j), locj, stackj)⟩

Let’s suppose we have k = 2. This means that store oprations can be di-
vided in: store operations immediately consumed in context 0, store opera-
tions that will be consumed in context 1 and store operations that will be con-
sumed in context 2. All these information will be encoded using our vectors
Mask0,Queue0,Mask1,Queue1,Mask2 and Queue2 as we saw in the previous
section. An important step that we haven’t yet described is that, when the
store operations that were executed in context 0 are done, we have to update
our View vector to hold the latest value for each variable. In order to do this,
everytime a store operation on a given variable x is put inside a store buffer
(wether it is a variable store buffer or a common store buffer) or the value in
the main memory is updated, the value for variable x will be update in the
View vector. Doing this will allow the View vector to be always updated.
When we reach context 1, we can use Mask0,Queue0,Mask1,Queue1,Mask2
and Queue2 to summarize the content of the buffer. The same will happen in
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3 Reducing PSO to SC

context 2 where we will use Mask1,Queue1,Mask2 and Queue2. In practise, for
the general case we are sure that, given a context j, for every ℓ with j ≤ ℓ ≤ k

we can use Maskℓ and Queueℓ for summarising the store buffer and therefore
all the store operations that were generated in contexts i < j and that will be
consumed at context ℓ.

As shown, we managed to find a way to encode store buffer by using copies
of the shared variables. Given this, we can actually simulate the PSO be-
haviour of a concurrent program P under a bounded number of contexts by
SC behaviour of a concurrent program P ′.
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4 Implementation

In this chapter we will show the technical details of our implementation. In
brief, we have a Python script that takes in input a concurrent program P

and spits out a concurrent program P ′ that has all the properties formally
described in the previous chapters. The code is based on version 0.5 of CSeq
[5] but implements additional functionalities.

4.1 Shared Variables

Let’s begin with the basis. As we mentioned early, to encode store buffer we
must generate k+1 copies of the shared variables, where k is the bound for the
number of contexts. Let’s take the following program as a starting example:

1 int x, y;
2 void thread1() {
3 x = 3;
4 y = 2;
5 }
6 void thread2() {
7 x = 2;
8 y = 3;
9 }
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As we can see, we have two shared variables x and y. When our script detects
these shared variables it will create the necessary data structures, and we will
end up with a program that looks like the following:

1 int x[M_contextS] = {0};
2 int y[M_contextS] = {0};
3 struct M__v {
4 int x[M_THREADS];
5 int y[M_THREADS];
6 };
7 struct M__m {
8 _Bool x[M_THREADS][M_contextS];
9 _Bool y[M_THREADS][M_contextS];

10 };
11 struct M__q {
12 int x[M_THREADS][M_contextS];
13 int y[M_THREADS][M_contextS];
14 };
15 struct M__v M_view;
16 struct M__m M_mask;
17 struct M__q M_queue;
18 void thread1() {
19 x = 3;
20 y = 2;
21 }
22 void thread2() {
23 x = 2;
24 y = 3;
25 }

In particular:

• Line 1 and 2 are the actual values for variables x and y, they are indexed
by the number of context for verification purposes that will be explained
later
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4 Implementation

• Lines 3 to 6 declare the View for both variables indexed by the thread
number

• Lines 7 to 10 declare the Mask vector

• Lines 11 to 14 declare the Queue vector

This way we already have all the necessary copies for our variables.

4.2 context Handling

Every time we have to perform a store operation, we have two variables (r_PSO
and r_SC) available that help us handling the contexts. In particular, every
time we have to perform a store, r_PSO is nondeterministically increased. After
this, if r_PSO is equal to r_SC we just perform the store immediately, otherwise
we update the Maskr_PSO and Queuer_PSO vectors to contain the store. The other
variable r_SC is used to see which context we are simulating at the moment,
and it can be nondeterministically increased not only at each store operation
but at each instruction since a context-switch can happen anywhere during
the thread execution.

To nondeterministically increase both variables, we make use of the two fol-
lowing functions:

1 void M_cs(void)
2 {
3 M_type _cs_k;
4 __CPROVER_assume(r_SC+_cs_k <= M_contextS);
5 r_SC += _cs_k;
6 M_ret = (r_SC == M_contextS) ? M_ret_PREEMPTED:M_ret;
7 }
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4 Implementation

This first function takes care of increasing r_SC. We make use of the random
integer generator of CBMC [6] to generate a random number, and then we use
__CPROVER_assume(r_SC+_cs_k <= M_contextS); (which is just CPROVER
syntax) to make sure that the generated number follows the contraint applied
within the function. Line 6 checks if we are simulating the last context or not.

1 void M_PSO(void)
2 {
3 M_type _cs_k;
4 __CPROVER_assume(r_PSO+_cs_k >= r_SC);
5 __CPROVER_assume(r_PSO+_cs_k <= M_contextS);
6 r_PSO += _cs_k;
7 }

The same applies here, but this time we are including a new constraint. Since
r_PSO is the context at which the next store operation happens, we must be
sure that it will be more or equal to the current context we are simulating (i.e.,
r_SC) on top of making sure that we stay within the bound of the maximum
contexts.

Having this in mind, the following example should be clear:

1 int x = 0;
2 void thr1() {
3 x = 4;
4 }

In this program we just have to perform one store operation on the shared
variable x. This simple store operation translates to the following:

1 M_view.x[M_thread_index] = 1;
2 M_PSO();
3 if (r_PSO == r_SC) x[r_SC] = 4;
4 else {
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5 M_mask.x[M_thread_index][r_PSO] = 1;
6 M_queue.x[M_thread_index][r_PSO] = 4;
7 }

In particular:

• Line 1 updates the view for variable x

• Line 2 checks if the context in which the newly generated store operation
will be executed is equal to the context we are actually simulating and if
it is we just update the value for x

• If that is not the case, lines 4 to 7 take care of updating the Mask and
Queue vectors (i.e., add the store operation to the store buffer)

4.3 Simulating a context

Now we will see how the actual contexts are simulated in the output of our
script. Let’s take as an example the following code:

1 int x = 0;
2 int y = 0;
3 void thr1() {
4 int a;
5 a = x;
6 y = 4;
7 }

For the sake of simplicity, this example will only have one thread (i.e., thr1).
As we mentioned before, a context-switch can happen at every instruction
executed in the thread. To simulate this, at every instruction we insert the
M_cs() function call in order to increment nondeterministically the value of
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r_SC. If it is incremented it means that a context-switch happened, if it was not
incremented then no context-switch has happend. The main focus everytime
we change simulation context is that we have to see if there are pending stores
in the store buffer. Given this, if r_SC changes, we perform the following: for
every shared variable x ∈ shared we check if Maskr_SC[x] evaluates to True. If
it does, we have to update the value of x using the value stored in Queuer_SC[x]

and set Maskr_SC[x] to False. This is done in the following lines of code:

1 if (M_mask.x[M_thread_index][r_SC]) {
2 x[r_SC] = M_queue.x[M_thread_index][r_SC];
3 M_mask.x[M_thread_index][r_SC] = 0;
4 }

On top of checking if we have pending stores to perform, we also have to
update the View for every variable. To update it, we have to see if there are
still pending stores for the variable in the store buffer and, if there are not
then we can update the View to have the same value of x. We do this in the
following lines of code:

1 for (int i = 0; i < M_contextS; ++i) {
2 if (!(M_mask.x[M_thread_index][i])) continue;
3 else break;
4 if ((i+1 == M_contextS) && !(M_mask.x[M_thread_index][i]))
5 M_view.x[M_thread_index][M_contextS] = x[r_SC];
6 }

In particular, if the Mask vector evaluates to False for every context, then we
are sure that there are no pending stores for that variable and that the last
value for x will be x itself.
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4.4 The sfence Instruction

When using relaxed memory models, it is important to have some way to
enforce an order for certain operation. In PSO, as we said, we have Store →
Load and Store → Store guarantees relaxation. For this reason, we have
an instruction called sfence that allows to enforce an order within the store
operations. In particular, when inserted between two store operations, it will
guarantee that the stores before the fence will be done before the stores after
the fence. In terms of our translation, when we find an sfence instruction,
every store after the fence will be executed at a context that is more or equal to
the maximum r_PSO generated until that point. To do that, we have a special
function m_PSO_fenced that will be called instead of the previously described
m_PSO, and it will make sure to generate an adequated value for r_PSO. Let’s
make things more clear with this example:

1 int x = 0;
2 int y = 0;
3 void thr1() {
4 x = 3;
5 y = 4;
6 }

In this case, without using a fence between the first and the second store, we
might fall in a situation where x will be executed in context 2 while y will be
executed in context 1. On the other hand, if we have:

1 int x = 0;
2 int y = 0;
3 void thr1() {
4 x = 3;
5 sfence();
6 y = 4;
7 }
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It can never happen that r_PSO for the store on x will be smaller than r_PSO
for the store on y. In particular, the sfence() function is declared as following:

1 void sfence(void)
2 {
3 int max = r_PSO;
4 for (int i = 0; i < M_contextS; ++i) {
5 if (M_mask.x[M_thread_index][i] && i > max)
6 max = i;
7 if (M_mask.y[M_thread_index][i] && i > max)
8 max = i;
9 if (M_mask.pos1[M_thread_index][i] && i > max)

10 max = i;
11 if (M_mask.pos2[M_thread_index][i] && i > max)
12 max = i;
13 }
14 r_Fence = max;
15 }

As we can see, we have introduced a new global variable called r_Fence, this
variable will hold the maximum generated r_PSO value until the point where we
call sfence(). Once we have established the maximum context, instead of call-
ing m_PSO when a store operation is performed, we will now call m_PSO_fenced,
which is declared as following:

1 void M_PSO_fenced(void)
2 {
3 M_type _cs_k;
4 __CPROVER_assume(r_PSO+_cs_k >= r_SC);
5 __CPROVER_assume(r_PSO+_cs_k >= r_Fence);
6 __CPROVER_assume(r_PSO+_cs_k <= M_contextS);
7 r_PSO += _cs_k;
8 }
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This function makes sure that the newly randomly generated value for r_PSO
will never be smaller than r_Fence. It is clear now that it can never happen
that r_PSO for the store on x will be smaller than r_PSO for the store on y
and therefore the store on x will happen before the store on y. In terms of
translation, we will have the same code described in section 4.2 except for the
fact that after an scenfe() call, we will use m_PSO_fenced instead of m_PSO.

4.5 The main Function

The main() function is very simple to translate. In a few words, we just have
to initialize all our vectors and global variables (i.e., r_SC, r_PSO, r_Fence),
generate the threads, call them and then run a verification on the shared vari-
ables after the threads have finished their execution. To intialize our vectors we
just assign the default value for their type (e.g., 0 for int, False for bool). To
generate the thread, we have a function called main_thread() that is defined
as follows:

1 void M_PSO_fenced(void)
2 {
3 M_pthread_t id1;
4 M_pthread_t id2;
5 M_pthread_create(&id1, 0, t1, 0);
6 M_pthread_create(&id2, 0, t2, 0);
7 }

Based on the number of threads (in this case 2) we will have less or more of
the same instructions. In particula, M_pthread_create takes care of creating
a pthread and inserting it into an array of threads called M_thread. Once this
function is called, we proceed by calling each thread in the following way:

1 if (M_thread_allocated[0] == 1) {
2 M_thread_index = 0;
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3 r_PSO = 0;
4 r_SC = 0;
5 r_Fence = 0;
6 M_ret = 0;
7 M_thread[0](0);
8 if (M_ret!=M_ret_PREEMPTED) M_thread_status[0] = __THREAD_FINISHED;
9 }

If the thread at position 0 of the array M_thread_allocated is, in fact al-
located, we proceed by setting the thread index, resetting all values for our
context variables and actually calling the thread on line 7. Note that if we
ran the program with 0 thread, M_thread_allocated[0] would, of course be
false. We will do the same for a second, a third, etc... thread. Once every
thread is finished, we need some way to check if the shared variables are in a
correct state.

4.5.1 Checking correctness for shared variables

Once we have simulated all threads, we need some way to check if, at one
point during the simulation, the shared variabled were in an incorrect state.
We have two solutions for this purpose, the first is using assertions during the
simulation of the thread, the second is using a function to check the shared
variables state after the simulation of all threads. We will explain the second
method first, and then give a brief explaination for the first one. The function
we use to check the shared variables state is called propertyChecking. To
explain what this function does, we need a realistic example:

1 int x = 0, y = 0, pos1 = 0, pos2 = 0;
2

3 void *t1() {
4 x = 1;
5 y = 2;
6 pos1 = 1;
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7 }
8 void *t2() {
9 y = 1;

10 x = 2;
11 pos2 = 1;
12 }

If we analyze this code, we can have some bad states for the shared variables.
For example, if x=1 in the first thread will be done in context 3, then a context-
switch happens, we go to thread 2 and perform both y=1 and x=2 at context
1 and 2 respectively. After this, another context-switch happens, we return
in thread one an perform x=1. With this course of event, we will have that
variable x will be equal to one at the end of the program. This is an bad state
for the shared variable and therefore the propertyChecking function can be
declared as:

1 int *propertyChecking(void *arg)
2 {
3 M_cs();
4 if (M_ret != 0) return 0;
5 if ((((pos1[r_SC] == 1) && (pos2[r_SC] == 1))
6 && (x[r_SC] == 1)) && (y[r_SC] == 1)) {
7 M_cs();
8 if (M_ret != 0) return 0;
9 goto ERROR;

10 M_cs();
11 if (M_ret != 0) return 0;
12 ERROR:
13 M_error = 1;
14 M_ret = M_ret_ERROR;
15 return 0;
16 M_cs();
17 if (M_ret != 0) return 0;
18 }
19 }
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What this does, is checking if there was a bad state of the shared variables
during the program. In particular, if pos1 = 1 it must be that x = 1 and
y = 2. If we have that pos1 = 1, pos2 = 1, x = 1 and y = 1 instead, it will
be impossible for x to be equal to 1 since having pos2 = 1 means that the
second thread has finished it’s execution and therefore x should be equal to
2. If we run in this mistake, then we set the variable M_error to one, and at
the end of the main function we have the assertion assert(M_error != 1).
If this assertion fails, it means that the program reached a bad state at some
point of its execution.

The second method is to directly use assertions inside the threads execution. It
proved much more useful doing this when experimenting with mutual exclusion
algorithm instead of simple examples like the one described above.
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5 Experiments

To show the feasibility of our code-to-code translation we decided to run dif-
ferent tests. Firstly, some Litmus examples were run. Secondly, we decided
to test some well known mutual exclusion algorithms. In particular, we tested
Dekker’s [4], Peterson’s [1], Lamport’s [7] and Szysmanksi’s [9] since they are
proved to be wrong under PSO. To test them and observe their behaviour, we
fed our translated version to an SMT-based bounded model-checking software
called CBMC [6]. Our results show that errors are revealed just after a few
context-switches.

Notably, all the aforementioned protocols have been tested with two threads.
Also, two versions of each protocol have been tested: one witouth fences (which
shows errors) and one with fences (which shows no errors). We generated these
protocols by feeding them to our code-to-code translation with a bound k = 3.

Mutual Exclusion Protocols No fences - Unsafe Fences - Safe
Dekker 0.85 1.73
Peterson 0.59 1.00
Lamport 15.21 448.70
Szymanski 0.86 2.25

Table 5.1: Mutual exclusion protocols run with CMBS with k = 3 and loop unrolling
bound set to 3. Reported times are measured in seconds.
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6 Conclusions

We have shown a code-to-code translation that allows us to reduce the PSO
reachability problem to the SC reachability problem. This way we can reach
the same set of states of the program running under the SC semantics as the
set of states of the program when running under the PSO semantics. What
is interesting about our code-to-code translation is that it doesn’t necessitate
additional storage to encode the store buffers but only a few extra copies of the
shared variables. Moreover, the size of the translated program is linear with
respect to the original program size and it is provided with only a costant value
k, which is the context-switch bound that we want to impose. Furthermore,
our translation provides the possibility to utilizing SC verification tools of
program running under the PSO semantics.
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